PROFEX SZAKNYELVI VIZSGA
B1 (alapfok) – angol nyelv
Írásban teljesítendő
Olvasáskészség

§

vizsgázó sorszáma:


MINTATESZT

Olvassa el a két szöveget és az olvasott szöveg alapján oldja meg a két feladatlapot.
Elérhető pontszám: 20 pont
Figyelem! A vizsga akkor lehet sikeres, ha a vizsgázó részegységenként legalább 40%-ot teljesít.
Végső megoldásként csak a tintával írt változatot fogadjuk el.
Kérjük, hogy jól gondolja meg a válaszát, mivel bármilyen válaszmódosítás esetén válasza érvénytelen.

MEGOLDÓKULCS
1. szöveg (160 szó)
I. feladat
1.
A You can get your passport for free.
B You have to pay £42 for the cover.
C You can see the image of the sovereign on the cover.
D Applying for a passport costs you money.
2.
A If you do not pay, you cannot keep your passport.
B If you pay for your passport, it is your property.
C It is not sure whose property your passport is.
D The owner of the passport is the Royal Arms.
3.
A The UK Government is not a legal entity.
B UK passports are dealt with in the House of Lords.
C Earl Jowitt is a government official.
D Earl Jowitt pointed at the government in the House of Lords.
4.
A The Marquess of Reading could not properly inform the House of Lords.
B The Marquess of Reading was the Foreign Secretary in 1955.
C Earl Jowitt was the Minister of State for Foreign affairs in 1955.
D The Minister of State for Foreign affairs granted passports.
II. feladat
The price of a passport in the UK is (1) £42. The owner of a British passport is the (2)
sovereign/Queen/Her Majesty/government and it can be (3) withdrawn. According to the
Minister of Foreign Affairs, giving a passport is a (4) royal prerogative/prerogative right
exercised mainly by the (5) Foreign Secretary. However, the issue concerning who owns your
passport still (6) remains unsolved.
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2. szöveg (240 szó)
I. feladat
1.

A. One larger is planned to cost 50p in a shop.
B. The government plans to fix the price of alcohol sold.
C. One lager is planned to cost £3.52.
D. The government will repeal the act after six years.

2.

A. Fifty per cent of Scottish prisoners are drunk.
B. Fifty per cent of Scottish prisoners commit a crime.
C. Fifty per cent of prisoners drank alcohol when they committed a crime.
D. Fifty per cent of Scottish prisoners need alcohol.

3.

A. In England and Wales the charge is 40p.
B. At the moment, there is no charge in England and Wales.
C. The charge in England and Wales is planned to be higher than it is in Scotland.
D. The charge in England and Wales is lower than it is in Scotland.

4.

A. Catriona thinks she will not drink in the future.
B. She thinks her friends will not drink so much.
C. She thinks she will drink less than her friends.
D. She thinks students think twice.

II. feladat
The new (1) act will apply on alcoholic drinks bought. Its aim is to (2) reduce alcohol-related
accidents and crime. If it is not effective, the government will abandon the (3) policy. The least
price you will have to pay for a bottle of wine will be (4) £4.69. Due to the new law (5) less
people will go to hospital for alcohol-related accidents. Still, the Scottish (6) Labour Party
opposes the bill.
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